July 6, 1930

FELLOW TRAVELERS

By W. E. Hill

(Original. 1930, by The Chicago Tribune.)

"As soon as they said their name was Wales, I asked them if they had any relations in England, but I forget whether they said they did or they didn't. Anyway, they're from Heathcote." (Just one of those hot conversations between two ladies getting to know each other on a Pullman.)

"Good-by, natives, good-by!" Aunt Beulah and Aunt Kate are leaving Honolulu and are waving goodbye to the natives employed by the hotel to sing, "When It's Moonlight on the Beach in Wailuku," "Alaia," and "Hawaii's Own" to Miss Vas Yonk Folk's when the boat pulls out. They are wearing red paper decorations presented by the natives, and Aunt Kate is in costume to represent the first chief of the buildings of Honolulu when they get here once more.

The mixer. Clark will know every one on board the S.S. Arizona one hour after she leaves Honolulu and will be organizing ship's concerts, pools, bridge tournaments, etc., before night. (At the moment, he's trying to find a supper from the cook to eat over the side of the boat to look like a perpsective.)

Elaine and her father are very shy of strangers, the reason being that this is their first trip abroad and they are very nervous about it. Elaine mostly stays in her cabin, but she meets all the girls on the boat and they are coming to visit her. They are going all of Europe in two weeks, thanks to the machinations of a travel bureau.

The_European_art_galleries_are_full_of_overwhelming_chores._July_days_with_light-hearted_tourists_from_the_land_of_the_free,_drinking_in_the_art_treasures_and_wondering_if_there's_any_sale_in_the_spray_harbor._[Mrs. Earl_Jeffreys_and_Mrs._Clyde_Hobbs_are_resting_their_weary_arms_and_comparing_notes_among_the_masterpieces_of_painting_and_sculpture._"I_can_look_at_just_so_much,"_Mrs._Jeffreys_is_explaining,_"and_then_I_give_up."]

Freedom_of_the_air._Derrida_is_always_flying_somewhere._Whenever_there's_a_long_train_trip_or_an_endurance_test,Gert_fights_her_way_into_the_planes_or_the_diplomats,_and_is_always_glad_to_see_a_reporter_when_the_flight_is_over._

Always_on_the_move.That's_unavoidable._You_are_likely_to_meet_the_Kelly_family_racing_merrily_along_the_road_in_their_car_and_southeast_to_visit_Aunt_Belle._The_Kelly_married_fellow_in_New_York._"The_XX__room,"_wrote_Amy_Rella,_"but_Aunt_Carrie_and_Jasino_have_the_sleeping_porch._"